where we are, we must know whence we came; .to we are, we must know who we were. No man is·an complete unto himself or a being independent of his ancestors and neighbors. The ancestors of the legal profession are teachers, and it is these scholars who, over past two hundred years, have molded
Virginia bench into what it was then and what it is today. The study of education Virginia is therefore significant and necessary to understanding of the modern legal profession, its customs and doctrines, its qualities and its aspirations.
biographical approach to history is appropriate in that it is people who make history and classes of people are but aggregates individual human beings. Thus it is hoped that these biographical sketches will help to illuminate the history of legal the great teachers can be identified and seen the the total picture. The sketches of the law professors are arranged alphabetically; there is an appendix them law school chronologically in order of appointVll ment. The introduction to this book is a brief outline of the rise of the law schools in Virginia. The biographical sketches concentrate on their subjects' methods and philosophies of teaching as far as can be known. In addition to vital statistics and general information, the writings of the teachers are listed at the end of their entries. These bibliographies tell much about the inclinations and interests of authors. Furthermore, they show what their authors understood most deeply. The discipline ofliterary composition forces one's attention to the details of the subject as well as to its broader perspective. A lecturer can much more easily avoid a difficult point than can a writer. Moreover, that which has been published is available for the benefit of future generations. The law professor's writings are a permanent contribution to the legal profession. Here is a person's true monument, one which is not merely ornamental but is useful.
At the end of each sketch is a list of printed sources which can be consulted for more information. However, many of the sketches are based as much on conversations and letters of family and friends as on published materials.
A book of this size and detail is assuredly not the work of a single person, in any case not solely that of the undersigned person. I have been aided by many able hands. In addition to the various contributors, special acknowledgment is due to the generous assistance of Professor Charles V. Laughlin of Washington and Lee University and Mr. E. Lee Shepard of the Virginia Historical Society; these two gentlemen have assured the quality of this book.
Most of the sketches of the more modern law teachers were written with the assistance of their families and former students; they are too numerous to be thanked individually even though their contributions were invaluable. However, the following persons went much out of their way for us and were particularly helpful. 
